It comes into the spotlight as the new Blue Ocean in which the connected car industry in which the car and mobile communication technology is convergence. All sorts of infortainments services connecting with the portable electronic device(Smart phone, tablet PC, and MP3 player) and car are rapidly grown. The Connected car emphasizes the vehicle connectivity with the concept that the car has communication with the around on a real time basis and it provides the safety and expedience to the operator and using the thing of Internet (IoT) in the car and supports the application, presently, the entertainment service including the real-time Navigation, parking assistant function, not only the remote vehicle control and management service but also Email, multimedia streaming service, SNS and with the platform. Intelligent vehicle network is studied as the kind according to MANET(Mobile Ad Hoc Network) for the safety operation of the cars of the road and improving the efficiency of the driving.
The focus is adjusted to the entertain-ment app including the Amazon Cloud Player, Pandora, and etc., but which will use the various information apps including the parking lot reservation, adjacent restaurant recommendation, location share, and etc. by the handfree UI. 
V2X(Vehicle to Everything)는 차량이 주행하면서

V2V
For data communications standard development is promoted under the coordination of each government and automobile industry between the vehicle. The stability consideration expectation the car can be by oneself grasped to the traffic condition of the scope outside of human.
The self monitoring and diagnosis
The action status of the major part including the engine, gearbox, and etc. can be grasped in the app. The area in the repair and insurance category is possible.
V2I
The safety with the road infrastructure in which the sensor is mounted and data transmit and receive the provision expectation. While the automatic operation system is put to practical use afterward, the cars of the in confusion road are controlled with the remote in the central traffic center and the traffic jam can be rapidly solved. 
